
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3

Academic a/e Words
Academic St/Str

Words
Academic i/o/u

Words

skate strand young

west strict save

brake monitor school

shake vowel father

every portal travel

near scratch courage

west string encourage

trade fountain grade

bake hours reached

grand products cousin

stand usually courage

chase slip touch

plate straight enough

nectar spread touch

paste stroke raise
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Week 4 Week 5 Week 6
Academic i/o 

Words

Academic kn/ wr

Words

Academic gh/ph

Words

current wreck tough

electric wrist high

boil knap cried

foil knop dried

joist wring sigh

moist wreath thigh

earth upon sequence

hope thought pamphlet

coin street physician

join distance extend

loin know keyboard

choice knew determine

voice knee pattern

broke nothing apostrophe
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Week 7 Week 8 Week 9

Academic Sh Words
Academic J Sound 

word 
Academic Ch words 

marsh rage cannot

wash huge important 

can’t plunge latch

those product snatch

both quotient engine

paper ginger badge

vanish sledge history

shoot hedge chain

stag dodge charm

shelf wife village

shrimp giraffe witch

sheep gentle stitch

hoe strange division

shout badge cheese
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Week 10 Week 11 Week 12

Academic S sound 

Words 

Academic C sound 

Words 
Academic OO Words 

begin celebrate food

excellent celery mood

silence cement women 

exciting steel iron

cloud mice moor

child nice poor

century office food

excellent open ditch

silence example roof

adapt fence proof

tundra race cool

behavior sentence material

together source soon

notice slice scoop
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Week 13 Week 14 Week 15

Academic ou sound 

Words 

Academic air sound 

Words 

Academic aw Sound 

Words 

took air raw

river hair claw

around chair data

fountain buy draw

grouch among highest 

handout stair tallest

fountain fair crawl

abound delta jerked

aloud bayou shawl

account lair trawl

sea pair strangest

began interact thick 

crouch establish yawn

devout slice drawn
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Week 16 Week 17 Week 18

Academic r- controlled 

sound Words 

Academic or sound 

Words 

Academic ur Sound 

Words 

mart value Thursday

barn shadow Saturday

yarn cord climate

bird ford nurse

third cork purse

scorch born purple

torch fly nurse

porch sport curled

idea porch perfect 

part mountains return

marker form murder

porch storm turnip

bird blood rainfall

darn forge forest
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Week 19 Week 20 Week 21

Academic 

Homophone Words

Academic er

suffixes Words

Academic est

suffixes Words

flour faster fastest

gate verb greatest

heel lighter climate

idle here climate

loose swimmer burned

air teacher easiest

berry talk planets

cellar pulled reflect

dual smoother longest

find list happier

aloud driver magnify

bays way telescope

sense sharper simplest

dun weigh saddest
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Week 22 Week 23 Week 24

Academic Double 

Consonant Words 

Academic 

Compound Words 

Academic VCCV 

pattern Words  

rule guilty belong

aggressive lawyer stubborn

music somebody cotton

successfully anymore focus

apparatus backhand members

brilliant fortnight dinner

tiger keyhole suppose

difficult lifeblood family

aggressive keyway brother

behind lifeguard logger

Attic forefinger cotton

address verdict object

rewind bookmark tractor

collect format servant
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Week 25 Week 26 Week 27

Academic Suffix- ed 

Words  

Academic Suffix –

ing Words  

Academic Suffix –

ful Words 

melted market hopeful.

mixed gardening fearful.

printed learning thermometer

icing thinking careful

decimal garden painful

spelled cellar temperature

kicked army helpful.

helped spelling difference

jumped collecting bountifu

compare winter playful

twisted stacking restful

snapped gaming feature

simplify continuity useful

yelled running handful.
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Week 28 Week 29 Week 30
Academic VCV

Words

Academic Suffix –

tion Words

Academic Suffix – ly

Words

camel nation badly

president operation carefully

behind gladly we’d

clever correction she’d

topic relation deeply

palace situation finally

final government truly

promise female wasn’t

money fiction kindly

smoothly never introduction

planet translation angrily

second imagination happily

baker explorer flavor

gently fever simply
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Week 31 Week 32 Week 33

Academic Suffix –

able Words

Academic 

Contraction Words

Academic prefix 

Words

foreseeable interact replied

inevitable nonfat fly

condor typical rethink

adorable total misbehave

advisable aren't semicircle

zero can't metal

perishable they'd inflammable

extend they'll unable

excitable irrelevan preview

excusable mustn't disobey

mental durable injustice

tricycle i've happiest

accidental isn't reply

believable moist courage

3rd Grade Spelling Words



Week 34 Week 325 Week 36

Academic Y to I 

Words
Academic al Words Academic el Words

beauty capital current

beautiful dental crabby

aloof ponies magnificent

amount study nutty

mammoth often studies

dried jolly nothing

happy wave vital

shaggy natural scandal

wicked mortal frightened

hospital format whopping

local comfortable flies

brave medal nasty

tundra practical behavior

nastiness legal jolly
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